Polish academia has a long tradition of studies on the Middle East, Islam and its heritage.
The Trouble with "Orientalism" and the Colonial Encounter
In his widely acclaimed and thoroughly debated workOrientalism,Edward Said presents broadly the discourse of knowledge and power as two elements being at the core of the led to the belief that "We" (understood broadly as the West) must represent "Them (the Orient and its peoples)" because "They" cannot do it, mainly because "Our" knowledge of "Them"is greater than"Their"knowledge about themselves [2] . for a more thorough and exact division between "orientalness" and "easterness", the later used to connote the relations with Russia [5] . Orientalness embraces a range of certain phenomena, which throughout ages have moulded a complicated Polish identity, especially with regards to the Polish gentry (szlachta) but there was a longstanding disregard for a specific term in historiography [6] . The idea of "Orientalness" is an interesting proposition of describing characteristics of a culture, which has evolved through different kinds of contacts with the Orient. Jan
Kieniewicz traces a set of behaviours and relations towards different cultural ideals. If
we can speak about a form of a Polish Orientalism it definitively was not presenting an inclination towards changing in a manner of a local culture, hence "Orientalness" can be understood more as a fragment of an identity, a way of facing different cultural sets and patterns and an attitude of reception of Eastern cultures in a broader sense [7] . The cultural experience of the Orient was so visible that at some point of Polish history the local gentry dressed more like the Ottoman Turks then their European counterparts [8] .
One of the key concepts with regards to this particular social group id the idea of 
Stories from the Borderland -Count WacławSeweryn-Rzewuski and MuhammadAsad
There is a specific place of borderland in Poland known historically as Kresy [10] . This space was a conglomerate of people with different ethnic, religious backgrounds -here Jan Kieniewicz strongly points to another factor -the need for a more scrupulous defin- MuhammadAsad, referring to his previous name [14] . 
Summary
Building It seems extremely important to highlight voices once lost and in many cases unknown in the modernPolish academic curricula while creating a ground for a more thorough research on Islam in a non-Muslim country.
